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BLACK-OWNED DOLL COMPANY, TRINITY DESIGNS, CELEBRATES 10 YEARS IN THE BUSINESS

The Essence of Lady Ivy & The Essence of a Zeta
Missouri City, TX (BlackNews.com) -- Trinity Designs, Inc. (TDI) celebrates its 10th year in business.
Collectors and industry experts have seen this couture collectible designer grow, and many say that their
designs are definitely "next level". In the past, their dolls have had traditional evening wear attire and
traditional doll hair styles, but there seemed to be a beckoning for this doll designer to enter a new
space. Designer bags, killer shoes and natural hair are now the makings for fabulous dolls!
TDI is delighted to join in on the celebration of natural hair with their newest dolls set to complete
production this summer. The internet is abuzz with excitement about the new editions to their portfolio
of adult collectible dolls. If you have seen or heard about a Zeta doll that is to die for, it's likely to be a
Trinity Designs creation. These new beauties are simply something special. The amazing outfits,
attention to detail, and customizable hair are designs many say have never been seen before.

TDI has quite a few surprises up their sleeves with several new products scheduled for release this fall.
Like many small businesses, they have had to fight to stay in the game, and fans are thrilled to see that
they are here to stay. In fact, they are not only here to stay but they are expanding. The expansion
includes a line of children’s dolls and global distribution is in their near future.
In a strategic move to expand their customer base, TDI now offers installment plans for its upcoming
products - something that's been called a great move for a growing company. They plan to continue to
impress the doll community, increase the number of doll collectors, and have everyone on the edge of
their seats patiently waiting for the next doll to make her entrance.
For more information about Trinity Designs, visit www.trinitydesignsinc.com or call Niccole Graves at
(800) 593-1823
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